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Preface: Why Study the Agile
Virtual Enterprise?
Until very recently, the primary developer of new technology in both the computer and manufacturing arenas has been the U. S. Department of Defense. On
the computer side. essentially everything one can identify as a technology has
benefited from such investment. But few people are aware of the profound
influence the defense establishment has had on managing the manufacturing
enterprise.
The computer aided design revolution and the ability to control machine
tools by computer are largely the result of defense research. Robotics is almost
exclusively a child of the military. But the parent of all modern management
techniques is modeling. In the late 1950s and early 1960s, it became clear that
one should be able to engineer-to design and optimize-a shop floor (the
part of the enterprise that actually makes something) the same way you design
and optimize any other product.
Although product design has an engineering discipline that allows factors
to be represented and analyzed, the same was not always true for plant design.
The Air Force Manufacturing Practices group in Dayton, Ohio. decided to create
such a discipline. The central component was the representation or modeling
language that allowed managers to see what went on in an unambiguous way
and then make reasoned decisions. The result of this research, originally called
the Intelligent Computer Aided Manufacturing (lCAM) program, is a collection
of modeling methods and the metrics that result from them.
The research initially focused on the shop floor, and there were solid
results. In fact. pretty much the entire discipline of industrial engineering
depends on this research. Those results also were a major component of the
U.S. military industrial strategy early in the cold war, allowing the U.S. to beat
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the Soviet block in advanced weapons. But the whole system made some
assumptions:
-The whole product, in this case the weapons system, was designed and manufactured completely within a single firm or an enterprise.
-One could model the requirements for the product, while the world, in effect,
stood still, and neither the requirements nor the implementing technology would
change.
-The hard part of everything was on the engineering side, not the business process side.

These assumptions all proved false. Modern weapon systems are assembled by a systems integrator of components that are designed and manufactured by thousands of suppliers. In fact, the trend has been to artificially
decompose the system (sayan aircraft) into more parts than is natural so
almost every congressional district can get its due share.
It can take 15 or more years to design and test a major system, and the
world changes radically in that time. The assumptions guarantee that systems
will meet an obsolete mission with obsolete technology, or need to be modified at great expense after being delivered. Worst of all, the bigger problem is
not on the engineering side, but rather on the business side. As the problems,
systems, and nature of change become more complex, most large firms still
insist on managing that complexity with traditional, top-down management.
But that ponderous system is no longer sufficient. There's just too much going
on and too quickly.
In Chapter 4, a detailed example of a problem faced by the military industrial establishment is presented, a problem so huge that almost any level of
research investment could have been justified. For now it is enough to know
that, generally, major weapons systems cost twice what they should, with the
extra dollars going to a poor infrastructure for managing complexity. (The
same, incidentally, is true of cars, software, and commercial airliners; this problem is not just confined to military products.) Moreover, there are several novel
weapons that we cannot be built at all, at any cost, until things are fixed, even
though the individual pieces that comprise the weapons could easily be produced.
In recognition of these problems, the Defense Department responded with
several targeted research programs, at the cost of two or three hundred million
dollars. Some were focused on trying to keep the old paradigm going. A few
looked to build a modern paradigm of how to manage dynamism and complexity.
Sirius-Beta, a research firm in Virginia Beach, Virginia-played a key role in
all these important research programs. These programs evolved first from a
focus on concurrent engineering, which worried about many distributed
simultaneous designers. The next problem was how to coordinate this under
the rubric of enterprise engineering. Finally, it all evolved into a focus on agile

manufacturing.
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These three areas and related programs represent over a half billion dollars
in pure research. In the last few years. the central effort has been in the agile
manufacturing program, which looks at new ideas and formal underpinnings
for managers. This book is the result of that research.
AGILITY AND THE VIRTUAL ENTERPRISE

The agility program started life in the early 1990s with a roundtable of
senior business executives. These were chartered by the Department of
Defense and the National Science Foundation (NSF) and came from the full
spectrum of manufacturing concerns. They reported that the number one problem was the lack of management tools to manage the problem of responding
to unexpected change (Nagel and Dove. 1991).
A few bright, patriotic Senate staffers seized on this information to
arrange the funding (approximately $120 million) for the agile manufacturing
program. The Defense Department did not request the money; it already had
several initiatives to maintain the status quo, for example a major initiative in
lean manufacturing in the aircraft industry. Nonetheless, the money and charter appeared on the doorstep of the Advanced Research Projects Agency
(ARPA), which is the Pentagon's premier center for high risk. high payoff
projects. ARPA created a program that was managed by the three military services and the NSF. An Agility Forum was established at Lehigh University under
the auspices of the lacocca Institute. Three NSF-managed university research
centers were established, and about thirty new research contracts were issued.
Unfortunately, much of the research twisted the original, novel idea to different agendas. and many preexisting projects were repurposed so that they
could be funded under the new umbrella. For instance. some "agility" proponents used the term to describe doing things fast, or flexibly. Agile and lean
manufacturing became rationalized as being the same, so as to avoid bloody
political battles which the research community often shuns at all costs. There
were electronic commerce, supply chain management, and activity-based costing projects which may have been worthy, but which had nothing to do with
the original. useful vision of agility.
But a core of projects, mostly under the management of the Air Force,
were able to focus on the original idea of agility: The ability to engineer your
enterprise to respond well to unexpected change, to even leverage that ability
as a competitive strategy. Engineering is a key term here, since it implies formal management principles rather than vague concepts.
Based on early discovery by our technical advisory committee, Sirius-Beta
merged the goal of agility with the strategy of a virtual enterprise. This came
from the idea that agile systems are facilitated by enterprises that are federations of components which encourages diversity in those components. This is
contrary to the current way of doing things, which binds components in an
enterprise by forcing them all to be the same in important ways; for example,
often a large company will force all of its suppliers to conform to the same
quality assurance practices it uses.
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But there are a vast number of visions of what constitutes a virtual enterprise. from a conventional supply chain to the radical idea of small components
opportunistically and temporarily bound for a short-term purpose. While the
focus remains specific to the new strategy of agility, it can also encompass
broad scope of virtual enterprises. As a result, the tools and methods described
here can be used in whatever enterprise view you use; for example, either to
make an automotive supply chain more agile as a strategy of the prime contractor, or to make the automotive prime contractor obsolete by managing the
complex systems integration task by other, distributed means.
Incidentally, when the Republican Congress took over in 1996, the fiftyyear heriwge of investment in manufacturing technology as a matter of policy
came to an end. and agility research with it. No matter, the important research
has been done.

How THE PROJECT/BOOK WAS

PUT TOGETHER

Since Sirius-Beta (as Senior Scientist for the firm, hereafter I will also use
the pronoun "we") had been involved in managing many research projects. we
had already developed our own ideas about how to do them properly. When
the agility project came up, an "open research" strategy was devised. which
involved every relevant expert regardless of where they were. and allowed
many people to be involved in the details. We were convinced that with such a
powerful and, in some applications, radical idea. exposure was the best guarantee of soundness.
Some years earlier, Sirius-Betil hild led il Suppliers' Working Group of miljor
information infrilstructure suppliers acting under il special antitrust dispensation to conduct a $40 million investigation into the technical needs for this
business problem of integrating the enterprise. As the White House-designated
Action Officer, we managed a set of international workshops and a reporting
conference which was cosponsored by the U.S. government and the European
Strategic Program for Research in Information Technology (ESPRIT). The culmination was the International Conference on Enterprise Integration Modeling
Technology (ICEIMT). involving virtually every important technical expert active
in the field.
The published proceedings of the conference (Petrie, 1992) laid out the
technical agenda for the Agile Virtual Enterprise. Incidentally, much of this
research involved documenting the business case and therefore influenced the
reorganizations of IBM, Digital, ilnd NCR. The group's research was also the
business and technical motivator for two important technical developments:
Java and the Object Management Group's Object Request Broker. Java is a new
programming language that facilitates federation among diverse sites, and the
Object Request Broker is a standard protocol for integrating programming
units called objects to support a similar goal.
For the research, Sirius-Beta established a guiding body which was administered by the Agility Forum. This group. the Agile Virtual Enterprise Focus
Group met 25 times over three yems around the country. The two-day meetings were free and open, involving representatives from 150 firms. large and
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small. There was <llso a core group of eight or nine. The Focus Group developed
the mission definition for our research and the important Agile Virtual Enterprise Reference Model, which is described in detail beginning in Chapter 10.
The Focus Group <lIsa directed case studies <lnd reviewed the progress of the
effort for business practicality. Org<lnizations participating in the group <Ire
listed in Table 1.
Table 1

Participants in the Agile Virtual Enterprise Focus Group

Small Manufacturers

Large Firms

Agile Web
Associated Fiberglass
Ceca Corp.
Contemporary Design
Hehr Power Systems
HighTech M<lrketing
Kavco Industries
lider and Associates
Process Consulting
Rheaco Inc.
Tex Direct
Sherpa Corp.
Symbiotic Resources
Web Pipeline, Inc.

AT&T
Boeing Commercial Airplane
Group
Boeing Military and Space
Boeing Rocketdyne
Deere & Co.
Dupont Advanced Materi<ll
Systems
E<lstman Kodak
Ford Motor Company
Goodyear Tire and Rubber
Hughes Missile Systems Co.
H. R. Textron
IBM
Lockheed Martin
Lockheed Martin Vought Systems
Lockheed Missiles and Space Co,
Mack Truck
Martin Marietta
Metropolitan Edison Company
Newport News Shipbuilding
Northrop Grumman
Raytheon
Sikorsky
Steelcase
Texas Instruments
U. S. Steel
Westinghouse Electric

Researchers
Aerosp<lce Agile Manufacturing
Research Center
Arizona State University
Consortium for Advanced
M<lnufacturing International
Cornell Theory Center
Georgia Institute of Technology
Illinois State University
Industrial Technology Institute
Institute of Advanced
Manufacturing Sciences
National Center for M<lnufacturing
Sciences
National Institute of Standards and
Technology
Pennsylvania State - Harrisburg
Sandia National Labs
Sirius-Beta
University of Indiana
Un iversity of South Dakota
University of Texas - Arlington
University of Texas - Austin
Western Kentucky University
Work and Technology Institute

Consultants. Services,
Infrastructu re
2 Technologies. Inc.
Agility Forum
Andersen Consulting
Arthur D. Little. Inc.
Ben Franklin Institute
Center for Manufacturing
Competitiveness
Commerce Net
Competitive Technologies Inc.
Conduit. Electronic Delivery
Systems
D'Ancona & Pflaum

EDS
Enterprise Agility International
Executive Action Group
FKW Incorporated
Gemini Industries
Gaudiouse and Associates
Global Strategic Solutions
Gunneson Group International.
Inc.
Hall & Associates
IBM
Intelligent Systems Technology Inc.
Institute of State and Regional
Affairs (PA)
Jim Bronson
Knowledge Based Systems Inc.
Lockheed Martin Palo Alto
Research Center
Manufacturing Application Center
Mantech International
Menlo Park Ass.
Pennsylvania MILRITE Council
Schnader. Harrison, Segal & Lewis
Society for M<lnufacturing
Engineers
Strategic Business Management
Symbiotic Resources
Telart Technologies
The Schraff Group
VFD Consulting
Virtual Learning Center
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In many areas, we were moving in territory that had not been previously
explored, nor studied rigorously, so we maintained special partnerships with a
few world-class research organizations:
-The Agility Forum at Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania was the NSF-supported center for promoting the idea of agility. It served as the center for sharing
results among many government sponsored projects and therefore cross-fertilization of business practices with our project. They chartered and financially supported the Agile Virtual Enterprise Focus Group, our official monitoring group.
The Forum kindly hosted our web site for interim results and our email discussion group on outstanding issues. (The web address is www.agilityforllm.org).
-The Automation and Robotics Research Institute of the University of Texas at
Arlington (near Dallas, Texas) provided support for the huge local manufacturing
base and performed basic research on enterprise engineering from the industrial
engineering side. They provided a continuous enterprise user view and practicality filter for our research. Also, their NSF-funded Aerospace Agile Manufacturing
Research Center audited our case studies. (arrLuta.edu).
-The Center for the Study of Language and Information at Stanford University, Palo
Alto, California, is the eminent research center for the study of logic and information in a mathematical context. It supported some workshops and provided key
formal foundations for the research. (www-csILstanford.edu/csli/).
-The Industrial Technology Institute of Ann Arbor, Michigan was originally established by the auto makers to explore advanced ideas, but has since become expert
in a few areas of general applicability. One unique expertise is the study of language constructs to support autonomous agents in the enterprise. They provided
key insights which supported the development of the agility tools. (www.iti.org).
-The Work and Technology Institute of Washington, D.C., focused on workforce
issues in the context of technology and had the involvement of key futurists in
the union sector. They understood the cultural and social issues in the context of
novel business environments perhaps better than anyone and provided key
anthropological insights. (www.wti.org).
-The Steelcase company, was a key investigator to the project and cosponsored
the CSLI workshops. Steelcase provides office furniture and is deeply involved in
modeling collaborative environments from the physical perspective, so we shared
an agenda. (www.steelcase.com)
-Sirius-Beta's address is www.sirius-beta.com

The project to develop models and metrics for agility progressed over five
years. First, we would develop an idea or identify a possibility or controversy.
Next, we would take it to our Focus Group meetings and our email discussion
group. This email discussion group involved most of the relevant key researchers worldwide (approximately 300). Finally, with partners, we would formulate
a position, or at least a crisp statement of the alternatives. This would be
posted on the project's web site. This site logged thousands of hits from inter-
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ested parties, about 17'Joof whom made suggestions. With this feedback, the
content on the site matured into coherent positions. This book is evolved from
the section on the web site concerned with management users. (There were
also sections for policymakers, tool developers, and academics.)
Over the years, we presented interim results in a couple dozen conferences, which was less useful than we had expected. This may have been
because we already had the heavyweights otherwise involved. Of course the
aforementioned ICEIMT workshops differed in being singularly helpful. Two
other workshops are worth noting: A study on manufacturing challenges for
2020 by the National Research Council and a more detailed technical study by
Oak Ridge National Labs, called the Integrated Manufacturing Technology
Roadmap. Both were sponsored by The U.S. Departments of Defense, Commerce (in the form of the National Institute of Standards and Technology), and
Energy to devise a meaningful vision of the future. The ideas you will see here
are a prominent part of those studies.

Chapter 1

Introduction
The pendulum has swung too far; management trends today are predominantly
based on the idea that you can fully understand your customer and your business including its processes and strategic goals. The idea that is misapplied
here is that business is a predictable game, that you can and should know precisely what you are about, and only then can you act deliberately. But business
is like everything else in life. Life is dynamic, unpredictable, and sometimes is
inscrutable. Many things shift, and you are constantly being hit by surprises.
Negotiating. through life involves a certain amount of acting under unknown
conditions, by recognizing and adapting to change. Just imagine someone telling you that to be a successful spouse, or parent, requires a reliable ability to
scope everything out first-no one would ever get married or choose to be a
parentl
In real life, you do <Ill the planning you can, all the learning you feel is
worthwhile and then, you dive in. You do this because you have confidence in
your ability to adapt and develop strengths in <lreas currently unknown to you.
You have faith in your agility. (The analogy isn't entirely apt because unexpected change is even more prevalent in business.)
If you are in business today, you probably have been swept up with management ideas such as lean and mean, business process reengineering, and certainly in accounting methods, activity-b<lsed costing. All of these assume that
you can <lnd do know essentially everything you need to know about your environment <lnd processes. Management is presented as a m<ltter of an<llyzing
these facts so that your actions can be effective and focused. We will look at all
of these techniques in depth later on, but for now, let's just consider lean manufacturing.
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Being lean generally means getting rid of the unnecessary. To be lean, you
understand and cozy up to your customers and also narrow your focus to a
small set of suppliers. You understand what you want to accomplish and what
your processes and assets are, so you can evaluate what doesn't add value and
eliminate it. Also. since you understand your processes so well. you can constantly evolve them to be better. faster. and cheaper. This makes you more competitive, right? What could be wrong with that?
Well. the world is not so well-behaved. Nothing is constant; customers are
increasingly fickle and unpredictable; innovation makes processes and products obsolete overnight (and the pace is increasing). Much of what you doeven when you' do it right-isn't fully understood by anyone in your organization. No one is safe from being blindsided.
Consider Toyota. The idea of lean manufacturing was concocted by American management consultants to describe a collection of practices that Toyota
developed. This management technique leveraged japanese-peculiar strengths:
extremely stable supplier linkages enabled by interrelated banking interests; a
homogenous workforce willing to be tightly coordinated by cultural dictates;
and a clear. constant vision of the target market.
But Toyota went far beyond the useful bounds of lean. The japanese banking system collapsed under the weight of stagnant capital; about half of their
U.S. cars are no longer made in japan. and they have found their workers in the
U.S. plants to be not so pliable. But the biggest change is the unexpected shift
caused by the U.S. market's irrational love affair with the sports utility vehicle.
Toyota is now in trouble-and backing off of what we call lean to become more

agile.
This book will help yOLl understand agility in a practical way and will provide you with some new tools; later chapters provide detailed background on
how we came to understand agility. It is based on research sponsored by the
U.S. Department of Defense to find new techniques to address three problems
which cumulatively make weapons cost twice what they should:
1. Weapon systems take 15 years or so to develop, but key technologies in them
change sometimes every three years. The product therefore becomes a moving
target.
2. In order to manage subcontractors, they need to be selected and brought into
the process early in the g'lIne. This means that key product and process decisions
get frozen early in the game. making things inflexible.
3. The only way we have of managing complexity is to turn it over to very large
prime, coordinating firms. who soak up scads of money using outdated methods
(like lean) of tying it all together.

The cutting edge results are collected here under the strategy of the Agile
Virtual Enterprise. which apply to businesses everywhere. This book will give
you some real examples, some basic theory, and some practical tools that you
cannot get elsewhere.

INTRODUCTION

AGILITY
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Is DIFFERENT

A major challenge in life is discriminating what is changing from what is
not. What is new in today's environment is that not only is the rate of change
increasing but the things that change are changing. It's no longer sufficient to
be fast, nor enough to be able to respond nimbly when change is recognized.
Tomorrow. the benchmark firms will be those that engineer the ability to
respond to specific types of change into their organizations.
When Wang Laboratories invented the word processor-an innovation
that quickly created a billion-dollar company-shock waves hit the world's
largest typewriter producer. IBM. IBM had dominated that market with the
most preferred (better, cheaper, better supported) products, but they were initially unable to respond to Wang's innovation. Wang successfully redefined and
dominated this market precisely because they took advantage of change.
Yet. Wang's market started eroding with the appearance of word processing software on personal computers. At that time, a Wang official confidently
declared. "We're a billion-dollar company and billion-dollar companies don't
disappear overnight." But when IBM faced and responded to the new realities
by creating the word-processing capable personal computer, Wang was unable
to change, and they were soon bankrupt.
At one time, vacuum tube giants GE. RCA, Raytheon. and Sylvania absolutely controlled the electronics industry. But they do not today; others seized
many of the new opportunities. Are the current leaders equally temporary?
There are so many examples of companies not able to change-to keep upthat one has only to go back a few decades to see a 50% turnover in the Fortune
100.
What did the losers do wrong? Most of these firms were paragons of good
management; they delighted their customers with exceIlent sales personnel;
they had. relatively speaking, flat, knowledge-driven organizations and empowered. educated workforces. But they could not anticipate change. Who can?
Their actual problem was that they couldn't respond to the unanticipated
change even when they knew it was happening. What they lacked was agility,
which we define simply as the ability to respond to unexpected change. The
research which we discuss here provides help toward a better understanding of
agility as well as specific steps on how to engineer the correct amount and type
of agility into an enterprise.
One thing is clear: agility is largely independent of other best management
approaches that a business can practice. Your ability to make things better,
faster, and cheaper today says nothing (or very little) about your ability to
change (in a fast and cheap way) to make something else better, faster, and
cheaper (or to respond in other respects to unanticipated changes).
If you have a flat organization, according to best-in·c1ass standards, will
you be more agile? Maybe not. In fact. what put Wang out of business was IBM
roaring back by entering (some would say creating) the PC business. IBM was
able to respond successfully because of the previously underutilized skills of
their many-layered. redundant. and expensive technical management pool.
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But IBM continued to be remarkably successful in responding to change in
the PC business only as long as they could handle it in the same fashion as their
typewriter business (when the PCs were still used as personal letter-writers and
adding machines). When PCs started looking more like other computers, and
competed with their other business (mainframe computers, which, inside IBM,
used another management paradigm), they developed troubles. But that's
another story.
If you have a lean organization, as conventionally understood, will you
automatically have agility? Consider the following example. Toyota, as we've
mentioned, and other Japanese auto manufacturers gained a foothold in the
U.S. originally because they made small, efficient cars at a time when the oil
price shocks made those cars attractive to United States buyers. Originally, the
attraction to the consumer was simply the size of the car as well as a low price
resulting from an artificially strong dollar. Quality wasn't part of the equation at
first. U.S. automakers were stuck, having invested so heavily in plants and processes for larger, gas-guzzling cars that it was hard to adapt to the new kind of
product.
Later, both quality and lean production techniques became competitive
issues. Ford and GM rushed to become lean. The first targets were reductions
in their supplier base, with the remaining small pool of suppliers being more
qualified, which meant that the suppliers had to become lean themselves,
sloughing off excess capability. Most initial success was in drivetrain suppliers.
Both GM and Ford went from a very large pool of suppliers to a highly integrated, much smaller set. Savings were not immediate, but the financial markets thought it was a great idea.
Meanwhile, Chrysler (now Daimler Chrysler) was not becoming lean as fast
as Ford and GM, and it was not doing well in the market either. Consumers just
weren't buying many of their dowdy cars. Chrysler decided that a good selling
point would be to offer driver's seat airbags, and they did so. Ads, laid on thick
and featuring their CEO, touted this advantage.
There are two versions of this story: one makes Chrysler appear wiser than
the other. (In other words, did they create this opportunity or luck into it?)
What happened was that Chrysler was far behind on becoming lean, insofar as
reducing suppliers; and they had a large pool of steering wheel suppliers with
all sorts of creative ideas and excess capabilities. Since installing airbags in
steering wheels stretched existing processes considerably, it was helpful to
have this large, competitive pool to help figure out a radical new idea in steering wheels.
Ford and GM took years to adjust, hampered by their lean supply chains,
which were efficiently targeted on old-style steering wheels. They had been
forced to get rid of their idea people, and slough off their underutilized, seemingly unnecessary processes. Meanwhile, Chrysler attracted a substantial number of crossover buyers, which gave them a whole new life, saving the
company. One version of the story has Chrysler targeting their competitors'
weakness accidentally. Another, less likely, version credits Chrysler with intentionally hitting their competition where they were weak-lean but not agile.
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We assert that agility is something separate from being better, faster,
cheaper, or merely being profitable today. Rather, it is the ability to be profitable tomorrow, presumably by being better. faster, and cheaper in different
ways. Agility is a concept that investment firms implicitly understand and use.
Everyone can see how profitable you are today; that's not the most important
question. A savvy investor is more concerned with how likely you are to grow
and be profitable tomorrow.
In a sense, agility is free. You can get a limited amount of agility by employing good management practices that you may adopt independently of agility
concerns. For instance, good customer monitoring has to be helpful all-around.
If you invest in better, more robust insight into customer needs in order to be
profitable, that's also likely to help you be agile. But most agility will cost
money. You'll invest in agility as a hedge to manage risk, much as you already
do with insurance coverage. Some would say the least useful kind of agility
would be an excessive capability for change and especially for change that is in
the wrong areas-in other words, agility that you never use, but that you spent
your stockholder's money on and didn't need. But even more crucial in many
cases is the agility that you do need but just don't have, which hurts your position. This can be crippling. So consider agility to be just like insurance.
This book describes research on metrics for engineering agility. The metrics are intended to provide a first step toward a management science of agility
and to be immediately useful to managers wishing to make informed decisions
about agility. One application is in a three-step agility assessment. Many millions of dollars have gone into today's management tools, so it would be foolish to consider replacing those. Step 2 provides a new tool that integrates with
the processes used in steps 1 and 3.
Step 1 in the assessment evaluates the threat; identifying the areas in
which, and the extent to which, agility would be required. This step allows you
to make an educated guess on how unstable the sand is under your feet and in
which direction it is likely to shift. Our new metrics will not help with this particular evaluation, other than generally to illuminate the dimensions of the
problem. Conventional actuarial analyses can cover this problem, fitting right
in with other strategic evaluations of change within the environment.
Step 2 evaluates your ability to address the threat. It is here that we will be
able to help you predict the time and cost of change, given specific configurations within your enterprise.
Step 3 directs you to specific tools and techniques. ideally through case
studies. to address and correct your specific agility weaknesses. Several groups
are working on this problem; the most notable are the Agility Forum at Lehigh
University, and the three National Science Foundation-sponsored Agile Manufacturing Research centers. As with step one, our metrics only generally inform
this step. except through some rules of thumb we'll provide.
The targeted initial use of our metrics is as a tactical tool: you presumably
already have a corporate or enterprise strategy. which has as a component
where and how much you want agility. You may be faced with a given number
of alternatives; for example, whether to build in-house or outsource among
competing members within your supply chain. Naturally, you have ways of eval-
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uating the time, cost, and quality of these suppliers in a static situation. This
book will help you additionally determine the time and cost of change in the
manner and extent that your strategy requires, so that the actual. real overall
cost of doing business with them as conditions change can be evaluated by
combining the cost of change from our metrics with existing measures of better-faster-cheaper.
Indications about the use of the metrics for the more technically challenging situation of strategic planning are also provided. Here. you would need to
incorporate the metrics with your own (or your consultant's) strategic analysis
tools; you would ideally have the ability to perform quick evaluations as well as
high confidence simulations; and you would have the ability to evaluate many
options with many alternatives. taking into account numerous factors in your
organization and those of your partners. competitors. and customers. The
technique presented will help with all this. Perhaps the best use of this type of
strategic agility is as an active competitive weapon, not merely a response. as
in one interpretation of the Chrysler experience. An example of agility as a
weapon is available in the famous Burger King assault as described in the next
section.
Finally, we expect that one result of adopting this approach to metrics will
be the appearance of certain rules-of-thumb for particular situations in agility
which can be applied even without the specific analysis by our metrics. These
rules do not appear without the formal underpinning that are presented here.
In addition to the targeted use of metrics by strategic managers and middlelevel decisionmakers, we also expect. based on our work with them. that these
metrics will be used by the investment community to evaluate companies'
future prospects.
Burger Wars

Sirius-Beta conducted a large number of agility case studies for the Department of Defense and National Science Foundation. For those studies we interviewed a number of companies from a completely different perspective than
the then-prevailing trends and discovered some surprises. (The insights
included here come from a senior vice president/strategist at a fast food parent
company who spoke from experience.)
Most of us will remember the early days of the burger wars. McDonald's
was the Toyota of the restaurant business; it emphasized lean processes based
on burgers, shakes. and fries. and it took the nation by storm, offering the
advantages of low cost and convenience. My informant described wonderful
examples, well kliown in the literature. he said, of detailed studies of such concerns as: the optimum combined grill/spatula size to flip so many burgers at
once; a multi-nozzeled squirter so that all condiments could be splorted on all
burgers at once; a shake handling process which knocked a second off preparation time, and so on. The entire kitchen was based on the most efficient processes geared to an extremely limited menu. A tremendous investment went
into understanding those processes. designing the best equipment and training to support them.
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McDonald's ended up with a huge physical investment in equipment that
was optimized for a small, standardized menu set. Enter Burger King. They put
themselves on the map by pursuing a brilliant strategy: they figured that people would tire of prefab burgers alone, if they were reminded ofthe monotony.
So they began via advertising to sow dissatisfaction with the standardized condiments on pre-made burgers.
Burger King also designed assembly line equipment and processes which
cost more, but were more agile in a way that their competition couldn't match.
You might remember the system: a two-tiered moving grill conveyor, the top
for toasting the buns, the bottom for the meat. Burgers were custom made one
at a time, the process beginning with the customer's order.
The tactic was to emphasize that the customer could have it their way,
with a tailored set of dressings. And they advertised the dickens out of it, educating the customer to expect more, and thus severely undercut McDonald's.
During this period Burger King's growth far exceeded McDonald's. This provides an example of agility employed as a tactic specifically targeted to the
weaknesses of a lean competitor. But the initial agility was focused on the
physical infrastructure, exactly as in flexible manufacturing. In Chapter 8 the
difference between agility and flexible manufacturing (and its cousin, mass customization) is described.
The longer term strategy was even more interesting. Burger King figured
that they could use the equipment and kitchen layout for a larger, more
dynamic menu. It was specifically designed for agility in this way. Burger King
impinged on McDonald's business by offering a steady stream of specialized
sandwiches, emphasizing their variety (including different shapes, a feature
very hard for McDonald's to imitate). They knew that by changing consumer
expectations they would force McDonald's to completely reinvent their processes and to replace all of their equipment.
It worked. McDonald's had to toss out the lean approach, as well as all
their special equipment, and replace it with a more flexible physical plant. The
resulting cash demands on McDonald's allowed Burger King to grow unchecked
to be a nearly-equal competitor, since they could use their money for marketing and expansion. Incidentally, McDonald's learned a lot about using the physical plant as a competitive weapon through this experience. In the process of
remodeling, they invested in playgrounds in the restaurant, creating a niche
and providing an attraction that Burger King could not boast.
The burger wars are an example of agile adjustments in physical and legaV
explicit (in this case, the process plans) infrastructures. As it turns out, the processes and equipment used today have been revolutionized by changes in the
information infrastructure. Burger King, McDonald's, and others are now pretty
much the same insofar as processes and equipment are concerned. Meanwhile,
Rally's and others have made a thriving business by entering the niche that
McDonald's left: a very limited menu produced by an optimized, cheap kitchen.
The dynamics are similar to the Chrysler steering wheel example. In both
cases, agility was a strategic weapon against a superior competitor. But
Chrysler's advantage was in leveraging the agility it found. Burger King's genius
was in understanding and creating agility.
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The burger war historian told us that significant competitive differences
among the big players now focus on a variety of human, social, and intangible
elements. Some of these shed light on our soft agility studies which we will
explore later. For now, we can at least notice these four categories of infrastructure-physical, legal, social, and informational-all of which provide
opportunities for agility.

Competitive Games
Examples of agile organizations are distributed through the book. Consumer electronics is one of the most dynamic sectors and the game console
industry is one of the most interesting.
The story begins with Nintendo introducing their NES to great success to
capture a market orphaned after the MatteVAtari collapse. Their approach was
much like Microsoft's in the personal computer business: Capitalize on the
large user base to quickly build a massive cadre of good and not-so-good develo'pers to deluge the market with, creating a proprietary product stream which
completely dominates the market.
Along comes Sega with a superior platform, the 16-bit Genesis. Originally,
it only had a few games, but each was the best in its class. In a new business
model, Sega worked only with a select group of developers. Newer games were
few, but excellent. It was a formula that was successful. Nintendo, completely
stymied, was sunk. The release of their Super NES was much too late. Nintendo
had lost, because Sega changed the rules.
Nintendo held on to niches (the Japanese market, Gameboy), while Sega
moved to consolidate power with the release of Saturn. But the rules were to
change again: Sony, a master of advertising, recognized a malleable market. In
a blizzard of advertising, they swept in with their PlayStation and completely
beat the pants off of everyone through marketing rather than product excellence. The older players had wearied themselves in a features war, and Sony
trumped them with promoting image.
But it's not over. Recently Nintendo moved to redefine the industry back to
excellence of product. They introduced their Nintend064 (with Mari064) and
sold out in stores everywhere in hours. The consultants who worked on this
project revealed the hidden strategy: In an industry with huge leadership
swings (Mattei to Nintendo to Sega to Sony and back to Nintendo), the winners
are the ones who can both completely redefine themselves in response to
threats as well as strategically redefine the rules to be most uncomfortable for
the competition.
The trick is to become agile, and to use agility as a weapon. Ironically,
McDonnell Douglas, the group that designed the space station and redesigned
and redesigned and redesigned it in response to a fickle customer (the micromanaging Congress) until learning how to change the rules so as to manipulate
the situation, was Nintendo's model.
There are lots of concepts in this book, and to set the stage we have many
stories. The ideas are built around stories and case studies that exhibit key concepts. At times you may wonder how a story relates, but we will bring you back
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to tools and methods. Definitions and related discussions follow. Finally. we
give you the new tools for engineering the Agile Virtual Enterprise.

Chapter 2

An Historical Example
Much ofSirius-Beta's work has been devoted to helping shape U.S. Department
of Defense investments for the domestic industrial fabric. At the start of this
project, we were befuddled by contrasting speculations on best strategies to
reinvent the relatively broken manufacturing infrastructure, so we searched for
some hard data derived from similar prior situations. What we found was surprising in terms both of the successes and the failures-and convinced us that
historical cases can be helpful for understanding the virtual enterprise and,
incidentally, the government's role in providing supporting technology.
MILITARY RESEARCH "CAN" Do's AND DON'T'S

Military research has influenced daily life to a much greater extent than
most of us realize. For example, the British military sponsored the development ofthe now-ubiquitous tin can in 1810. This innovation brought to critical
mass forces that revolutionized agriculture, since canned food could be distributed like a manufactured good. The military's concern was the long range projection of supportable military power, and this one advance played a
consequential role in the expansion ofthe British Empire. Keeping troops supplied at a distance is a real factor in projecting force.
What is surprising is that the can opener was not invented for nearly
another half-century. It ultimately appeared as the result of a small U.S. Army
research project, and the new can openers played a role in the early days of the
U.S. Civil War, since the South lacked them. In the intervening years, cans were
opened by whatever was handy: Knives, chisels, or even shovels and bayonets.
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It has been reasonably speculated that during this 50 years time more military
casualties resulted from opening cans than from combat.
Why did it take so long to invent what we now consider such an obvious
device? It was not the lack ofa well-funded military research effort. In fact, substantial amounts were spent by the military on can research. But the requirements for the cans came from the planners, not the users-so the efforts
focused mostly on the optimum size and shape of cans for the variety of logistical packing situations encountered (ships. trains, carriages. knapsacks, donkeypacks. etc.).
There were many cases where even the most (retrospectively) obvious
innovations eluded the research establishment, both military and civilian. Severallessons here helped us immensely; one of these was the value of historical
study.
A REVIEW OF BEST AGilE PRACTICES

In 1994. we were tasked by the NSF to review best agile practices in businesses today. The study was intended to move the vision and practice of agility
a giant step forward. Sirius-Beta was tapped to lead the virtual enterprise
effort. The Agile Virtual Enterprise Focus Group directed the research, both in
the agenda and in some of the enterprises to survey.
In terms of the agenda, the Focus Group was faced with a conundrum: The
only enterprises we could survey were existing ones working on current problems, but the only way to test them for agility would be to look back a few
years to see if they had responded well to rhange. Some of these case studies
are reviewed in Chapter 10. Indeed. we were right to be concerned since several of those we found agile in one way failed the ultimate test of being agile in
ways that turned out to be important. Some group members felt that we
should have looked at historic examples instead.
The first major industry we were directed to look at was the movie production business. It is an enterprise that manifests itself in very high value, shortlived partnerships, varying greatly from situation to situation. It is also for
some a highly successful industry. providing a significant source of foreign
trade (in fact only bested by commercial airliners and subsidized grain). And its
role in technology development is significant and growing.
We consulted a knowledgeable movie insider and were exposed to a
remarkable collection of virtual enterprise practices in movie production.
Unfortunately. in several interesting cases, we were unable to overcome proprietary wraps on competitive techniques, so we were not able to openly discuss
the case at the time. The good news was that our contact possessed some rare
knowledge; he knew how one of the movie industry's best practices evolved,
and we were able to work out a deal which revealed a lot without mentioning
names.
The movie business relies on a contract tradition that keeps legal instruments very lean, relying on a near-Talmudically comprehensive. but implicit set
of ethical principles. Underlying that is a large body of case law governing the
virtual enterprise. Together. they provide a sufficiently robust adjudication
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mechanism that allows partnerships to be made quickly and cheaply. Sometimes they are very close to insubstantial. Remember when Kim Basinger was
bankrupted for reneging on a simple. verbal statement that she would do a picture?
This case law and partnering tradition can easily be traced to the early oil
exploration business, according to our informant. Los Angeles in its pre-movie
days was an oil boom town, and the movie people adopted the existing local
legal infrastructure. These legal practices originated in the home of oil exploration, Pennsylvania, which it in turn inherited from the previous oil industry,
namely, the whaling business.
With this historical case, we could test agility in a longer time frame and
simultaneously satisfy our interest in solid examples outside of the common
buzzword analyses. What we found greatly expanded our understanding of
how an agile virtual enterprise could work.

The Whale of Fortune
Among the many facts we discovered was that the use of whale oil had
profound effects on our culture. The candles made from it were much brighter
and relatively smokeless compared to the tallow candles which had been the
standard. This superior lighting afforded people a much wider range of nocturnal activity; government and business were better able to function at night; and
public performances of all sorts could now be held after dark.
Whale oil also altered our society's relationship with time. The fine lubricating oil found in the head of the sperm whale allowed for the advancement
of mass-produced precision machining. The pocket watch became the first
technology product for the masses. It is hard to overestimate the impact a
scheduled day has had on the way we structure our lives and businesses.
The advances of timekeeping and artificial lighting allowed the first corporate bureaucracies to appear in the 1850s. These initially supported the railroads, and soon after, the retailers they supplied and the manufacturers that
fed the whole business. As one would expect. there was a great demand for
such revolutionary products. which translated into an enormous amount of
wealth for those who could meet it. With an economic multiplier effect comparable to that of the semiconductor industry today. whale oil enabled the production of goods that could be sold for a thousand times the cost of collecting
the oil used to make them.
For several decades, first from Nantucket Island off Massachusetts and
then primarily from the nearby New England town of New Bedford, expeditions
were launched and received which supplied 90% of the whale oil used in the
world. This tight grip on such a lucrative market meant that whale oil played a
more important role in maintaining a favorable balance of trade for the United
States than any other product, even tobacco or cotton.
The whales from which the oil was extracted were hunted mainly in the
Pacific and Indian Oceans. How was it that such a crucial industry stayed almost
exclusively centered in two small towns located so far from the point of extraction?
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Virtual Whaler Dealers

Geographical and professional isolation allowed for the evolution of a
unique and very effective system which for many years put a brand new, fairly
high risk/high payoff, virtual enterprise in the water at the rate of one every
two weeks. The return of each whaling expedition triggered the formation of
another. It was considered an invitation to bad luck to reuse the same combination of partners, so during the six to nine months it took to recondition the
ship for another voyage, the owner of the boat assembled a new group of key
players who would join him in setting up the basic physical and social conditions needed for a successful venture.
The primary partners required to launch a voyage consisted of a ship
owner, an insurer (of the ship and cargo). a provisioning financier to supply the
expedition with food and other consumables, a captain, and often a manufacturer who agreed to buy the oil at a set price. This component of the partnership was formed in the first couple of months, the partners being determined
partially by availability.
A month or less before the ship was ready to sail, a secondary group of
partners, the crew, was formed. They shared a distinct cultural background;
almost none of them had, or would ever, serve in the navy or the merchant
marine. This professional distinctiveness, coupled with an intense geographical concentration, fostered the development of a unique culture based on the
virtual enterprise.
Every voyage included a team of skilled craftsmen-carpenter, blacksmith,
cooper (barrelmaker), and a sail maker (often a boatwright, a rigger, and even a
cook were also in this c1ass)-whose combined expertise allowed the enterprise to respond effectively to a broad range of situations. Each of these professionals, along with the tools, supplies, and sometimes apprentices they
brought aboard, formed an essentially self-contained business which was integrated into the enterprise as a whole. In these cases, it was not just the person
who signed up for the voyage, but their business.
From the shipowner to the cook, everyone was paid with a pre-arranged
percentage of the take. The size of the shares varied widely, depending on
what value one was expected to add to the venture. and was negotiated at
signing. (Ishmael. the narrator in Moby Dick, signed up as a deck hand for 11
300th of the profit. Ishmael's companion, Queequeg, who was almost turned
away by the shipowner as a pagan, was ultimately offered a substantially larger
sum than his friend after he demonstrated remarkable skill with a harpoon.)
As in the current movie industry, the contracts which formalized these
partnerships were very lightweight (usually, for the whaling crew, just a small
chit, often marked with the illiterate's X, containing the person's name, occupation, voyage, and share), but were supported by a well-developed, culturally
based code of interpretive ethics. This code of ethics. originally Quaker, was
also reflected in a large body of case law (managed by the court in Boston) as
the whalers sought interpretations for the wide variety of unexpected situations they encountered.
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Shaped by precedent. this case law grew sufficiently robust to support the
lightweight legal agreements of the virtual enterprises which together comprised an immense industry. This very same case law governs the virtual enterprise today-the same kind of infrastructure used by our contact in the movie
business to support speedy but robust lightweight contracts.
The constant reconfiguration of the same people, from the same place,
into different small groups created a situation where everybody knew everybody. Word quickly passed that one particular blacksmith was an incompetent
loafer, or that another could do the work of two men in half the time. An organizing entity had access to a potential partner's reputation, which had been
established by the observations of hundreds of peers who had worked closely
with him. This capability-a service that might be provided by tomorrow's
reinvented unions-had the effect of keeping the quality of the teams high.
The rapid turnover (each voyage took about two to four years) also hastened
the evolution and universal adoption of best whaling practices.
The Guild
The tradition of learning from combined experience was especially apparent in the relationship among captains. They were the process planners; they
knew what had to be done and in what order. Their combined body of knowledge was continuously expanded and refined through rigorous professional
collaboration, which was institutionalized by each in the form of the captain's
log.
It was a primary part of every captain's job to take detailed notes each
time a whale was sighted and to record when and where they were absent. A
specialized shorthand evolved; for instance, they marked, with specialized
stamps, the type and approximate size of the whale. They wrote down the
direction in which the whale was going, at what longitude and latitude it was
seen, at what time of day, the weather, any notable antecedents, and even the
disposition the whale. In this way, they provided documentation for significant
process innovations afforded by a combined analysis of all such logs during the
six to nine month period of virtual enterprise formation-the period of strategic planning.
The U.S. government, aware that these efforts were essential for maintaining an American lead in the whaling industry (and hence dominance of the sea),
authorized the navy to sponsor research into knowledge representation to
help improve the quality of the captains' logs and of the subsequent analysis.
This was likely the first military-industrial joint research in process modeling
and planning. In related research. the navy also invested in navigation, sea flow,
animal migration, and weather prediction aids, transferring the resulting technology to the captains.
The resulting jargon, tailored for describing the pertinent details of the
profession, acted as a form of security protection, as only an insider would
have been able to extract the full meaning from a captain's log. The process
plans were shared freely among the captains of Nantucket and New Bedford,
but not with outsiders. Collectively, they contained data taken from thousands
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of expeditions and were used to discern the migratory patterns of the desirable whales. With this information, the American captains could find the
whales at any time of the year-an ability their competitors lacked.
Realizing that the captains and their collected knowledge were the reason
for the United States' advantage in the whaling industry, one entrepreneurial
British nobleman visited Nantucket, expecting that, having seen their preferred
setting, he could then build an even more favorable one in England and lure
them there. This plan failed, even though he constructed a very nice town, only
one of many unsuccessful attempts by the international competition.
The Gilded

Agility is often displayed as an ability to recognize and capitalize on a
changing situation as an opportunity. One whaler, Captain Starbuck (not of coffee famel, hearing of the Gold Rush in California, correctly assumed that success depended not on metallurgical, but on organizational skills, the same
skills that the virtual enterprise routinely exercised in whaling. He led an expedition which was typical of many others. With the ability to form and transport
well equipped, versatile teams to the area quickly (some ships on their way to
the whales heard the news of the gold and diverted en route) the whalers made
very effective miners.
At first, while they were still able to find buyers, they sold their ships for
scrap in San Francisco; later they simply abandoned them in the bay. Testifying
to the sound design of these virtual enterprise partnerships, the same basic
team was used for mining-except that there wasn't much use for the sailmaker. (Levi Strauss, one such sailmaker but not a whaler himself, built a significant business making durable pants for the miners out of the abandoned
canvas, rivets, and sailmaking processes. This is its own lesson in agility.)
Complementing the suitability of the whalers as a unit, the partners possessed a constitution well matched to the challenges of mining. These men
were used to living the hard life; family separation, poor food, and long hours
were the norm on a voyage. They were accustomed to delaying financial gratification and following orders, even while handling material of great value.
Apparently, they could also limit their consumption of alcohol well enough to
stay alive for the duration of the mining process. a skill lacked by many of the
other miners, some of whom were successful in other regards.
For those interested in a case of agile response to economic disaster, the
first oil well was drilled in Titusville, Pennsylvania, in 1859. right at the height
of the whaling industry's golden age. Petroleum, now available in great quantities, quickly became cheaper to produce than whale oil, and could be used to
manufacture similar things. Each new rig in effect represented a broadside to
the whaling industry. During the worst period, demand for whale oil fell about
15% a year for 7 years.
The whalers responded by drawing up new process plans and retoolingwith the help of the navy-in order to shift away from hunting sperm whales in
the Tropics; they moved to the Arctic to hunt baleen whales, whose long flexible teeth (baleen) could be sold to manufacturers of corsets. buggy coaches,
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and umbrellas. The industry stayed strong for another 30 years. the whalers
having effectively doubled the life-span of the most prosperous years of their
trade.
A notable feature of this <lgile response is that they didn't find this market;
they created it by advertising to influence f<lshion. Many notions of the exagger<ltedly resh<lped female body. which continue today. were created to extend
wh<lling! Another eX<lmple of the strange universe of unlikely consequences.
SOME LESSONS LEARNED

The whole experience just described taught some lessons about the agile
virtual enterprise. Our project assumed th<lt it was possible to create some
management techniques to engineer the agile virtual enterprise. What we discovered in this historical research is an agile virtual enterprise-enabling environment, or several of them. So it is reasonable to conclude that some features
that were important in this example would also be desirable to engineer into
an enterprise.
Initially, the whaling industry depended on a unique, homogenous culture,
isolated geographically (on an island, Nantucket, before it included the deeper
port of New Bedford). religiously (Quaker), and professionally (not mixing with
other marine cultures). But over the life of the example. many decades, this culture, without adaptations, likely would have stagnated. One historian speculates th<lt several challenges to the culture were instrumental in keeping it
strong.
When the center of the oil industry moved to the mainland. it became separated from its Quaker heritage, which was then rather intolerant. Quite interesting is the subsequent assimilation of people from different national and
ethnic cultures. Over time, the community bec<lme diverse. as other nationalities and natives from primitive locations, many from the South Pacific, and
some from Africa, were <lssimil<lted. This seemed to prompt a reinforcing evolution of the culture. Was it an accident that it was the custom to change crews
each voyage? Perhaps it was an instinctual move?
Much has been made of trust in agility discussions. The whaling example
used a very lightweight contractual infrastructure. Clearly this was based on
trust. but much of that trust seems to have been based on a confidence that
the law would apply just principles to arbitrate in unknown situations. It
appears that this by itself constituted a significant barrier to entry into the
business by countries whose law was based on code.
The comparative cases of priv<lteers (sanctioned pirates) among French.
Spanish, and English opportunists clearly shows the value of common law (or
case law) as a foundation for trust in the ships. In both the English privateer
and the U.S. whaling situations, a simple system of shares was made possible.
Systems based on code law were fragile, since the conditions of such adventures were so unpredictable. Cheating and mistrust. and a subsequent lack of
robust recourse in the justice system. were more prevalent among the privateers from countries with code law.
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This common (or case) law basis of trust carries over today in the film
industry, where agents inside the culture form share-based virtual enterprises
predicated on ethics that are attuned to a (still developing) case law. It appears
to be no accident that the centers of film activity in terms of quantity and diversity are all former British colonies-India, Hong Kong, and. of course, the
United States. French film industry executives often complain of a structural
difference that stifles them, a stifling that is actually exacerbated by government subsidy (and, in this case, the greater the subsidy, the more stifling). A
closer look at the implications of case or common law versus code is found in
Chapter 4.
It is notable that, despite substantial wealth and energy, the whaling industry never became vertically integrated up the food chain to include the manufacture of products. This lack of a tight linkage allowed agility in changing the
food chain from oil to baleen. It also provided agility in allowing those manufacturers to switch to petroleum as soon as the opportunity appeared.
The linkage to the precision machining chain was also very loose. The
United States during this period was never able to catch the Germans and
Swiss, whose innovation was highly dependent on sperm whale oil lubrication.
(Incidentally, that oil continued to be used until the 1970s for applications of
the most demanding precision, like gyroscopes on the Apollo mission, and similar military missiles, until being replaced by the oil from the Jojoba bean.) So it
seems that a loose supply chain coupling is often more agile, which is contrary
to current lean thinking.
Finally, we looked closely at the government (mostly navy) support of the
industry. Evidently what was most lIseful was infrastructure research on navigation, recordkeeping, map making, and on specific high-tech tools like telescope
optics. Government research apparently failed in all the direct tools, like
improved ship, boat, harpoon, and storage container designs. In each case, the
market responded faster and better with new solutions. These bubbled up
from the users, and the then-growing patent system provided meaningful
incentives. It is worth noting that the deliberate exclusion of patent coverage
for infrastructure elements contributed to the concurrent lack of market incentive.
Following the evolution of whaling to petroleum to movies across the
country could lead one to all sorts of unsupportable speculations. A smart
observer of social issues has suggested a limit which she thinks has been
shown in the stability of whaling's social/cultural system. She believes, as we
probably all do, that there is a limit to the amount of change a social system
can accommodate. But she goes further in characterizing the limit as not one
of breakdown, but one where power tends to be collected in a few entities.
The effect is that social coherence is maintained by the concentration of
power over the interactions in the enterprise. It is as if the system surrounding
the enterprise is able to evolve in ways apparently harmful to society in order
to survive. This view of organizational evolution provides another paradigm.
The adaptation of the whaling industry was a result of what actually happened when the system was stressed in transitioning to
When he
first encountered the oil business, J. D. Rockefeller was a clerk, a man with no
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recognized direct business value to add. What he apparently did add was a simple. strong autocratic control paradigm that acted, ultimately. as an attractor
for immense wealth. The system needed this to survive. since the various social
balances that had evolved over time were inadequate for the magnitude of
change being experienced. So the system in effect chose Rockefeller's autocracy as a survival strategy. (A similar analysis. the analyst suggests. could apply
to the personal computer software industry and Bill Gates.)
We will return to many of these issues when we address what we call soft
modeling. the ability to reason about sociaVcultural issues in the agile virtual
enterprise such that one can make decisions.

